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ASMOS: Motivation

Monitoring of the observing system  is 
essential

Monitoring must meet a range of user 
requirements

Regular assessments are required so 
information can be fed back operators



How do we Monitor Marine 
Meteorological Observations?

Need user requirements
• e.g. Global uncertainty in surface mean 

temperature
• or Grid-box accuracies
• Bias/random error
• Desirable/usable accuracy



User requirements

Sources of information
• GCOS Implementation Plan (2004)
• OceanObs99
• Ocean Observing System Development 

Panel (OOSDP) 1995
• Database of user requirements from WMO 

(Space-based).



How can we monitor the observing 
system?
By generating datasets with uncertainty 

estimates
Using metrics
• Observation counts
• Platform counts



Report to the 4th meeting of the JCOMM Ship Observations Team (April 2007)
by the Observations Programme Area Coordinator (Mike Johnson, NOAA)



Report to the 4th meeting of the JCOMM Ship Observations Team (April 2007)
by the Observations Programme Area Coordinator (Mike Johnson, NOAA)



How do we monitor the surface 
marine observing system?

Observation counts?

Plot shows number 
of observations per 
year in ICOADS to 
2005.



How do we monitor the surface 
marine observing system?

Need separate 
counts for different 
variables.
And for different 
platforms?



How do we monitor the 
observations?

Need to account for:
• Number of observations
• Data quality
• Distribution in space and time
• Contribution from different platforms
• Natural variability



How do we monitor the 
observations?

Can we relate uncertainty in a gridded 
dataset to simple metrics? e.g.
• Number of observations
• Number of days sampled
• Number of different platforms



SST: Uncertainty against number 
of observations



SST: Uncertainty against number 
of days sampled



Incompletely sampled coherent 
datasets (David Parker,  Journal of 
Climatology, 1984)
For independent data factor is √n
For correlated data need to consider:

•autocorrelation of data
•autocorrelation of sampling



Example: incomplete sampling: 
effect on uncertainty



Within month variability



SST: Uncertainty against 
"effective" number of days 
sampled



SST: Uncertainty against number 
of platforms



SST: Uncertainty against 
"effective" number of platforms



Why do we need to know about 
individual platforms?

Define:
• Intra-platform uncertainty

• uncertainty intrinsic to a measurement method
• excludes a bias for an individual platform (e.g. 

calibration error)
• Inter-platform uncertainty

• bias between means from different platforms 
(e.g. including calibration error)



Why do we need to know about 
individual platforms?

To calculate an accurate grid-box mean:
• Need many observations from many 

different platforms
OR
• Many observations from a small number 

(single?) very accurate platform.



Why do we need to know about 
individual platforms? 
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Total grid-box uncertainty 
depends on:

Temporal sampling of natural variability
• to adequately measure conditions

Number of observations
• reduces random intra-platform uncertainty

Number of platforms
• to average out inter-platform biases



How do the different components 
contribute to the total? (e.g. SST)



What should the metrics be?



What should the metrics be?
(very preliminary results)



Sample observing system 
assessment



Another view: weekly uncertainty



Other things to consider

Sampling of diurnal cycle
Near-neighbours for "buddy-check" QC
Other space and time scales
High consistency over time



Conclusions
Every user requirement requires a separate 

adequacy assessment
Simple metrics can give a good indication of 

observing system health
Observations from multiple platforms highly 

desirable
 Lack of observations means adequacy can be 

hard to assess
User requirements require revisiting
Monitoring should start as soon as possible


